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effect that such a device increases the number of
degrees of freedom 0f the apparatus with an 3060mm
pamyirtg increase in the number of possible oscillan
tions and of conditiens necessary for stabiﬁty is, I.
believe, incontrovertib‘ze. One farm (3f dynamical
instability that may result in such cases is the setting
up (zf violent oscillations, ever increasing in ampli‘
tude, in the pendulum itself, a cempanieﬂ by ﬂapping
0f the control planes, in wh hcase this particular
method of centre} becomes worse than useless.
The remedy which naturally suggests it'an5 in such
circumstances, is to damp dawn the osciilations 0f the
perstiuium y means of frictional or other resistances,
angl it is probabie that few university graduates who
have taken ﬁrst—zﬂass hencurs in mathematics would
think that such a mntrivance could possibly be wrong.
The following test case will shm ' how very dangerous
it is t0 attempt t0 draw conclusions from general
considerations”
For the aeroplane 0r torpeda, we substitute a heavy,
rigid body FOR, free to rotate Without resistance
about a horizontal axis through its centre ef gravity
0‘ perpendicuiar to the piane 0f the papery end therefore, in the absence at other causes, in neutra}
equilibrium, and we assume that the mement of
inertia at this body is considerable:
W'e next imagine a tight, small penduium 0Q to
e ﬁxed in hearings in the body FOR, so that ﬁt can
tum about the same axis, but we suppose that a
frictional couple is called
into piay between the Ierge

body and the pendulum at

these bearimr
The penn
2:“
dulum being light, this frietionai couple exerts no apu
pr‘eciahle eﬁect 0n the large
body FOR, but the friction

is sufﬁcient rapidiy’to damp

,43

out the oscillatiens 0f the

?enduium itseif.

The effect

of a rudder piane controlled
by the pendulum we repre—
sent by the assumption that
the peradulum eperates some
mechanism which impresses
on
the
large
hedy
a
couple proportional to the angle QOP, tending to
make it revelve t(awarﬁs 09. the Object of this mupie
being t0 bring that body mm a position of reﬁt in

which {)P is pointing verticeiiy downwards.

When the Large body is rotating in the cantata?clockwise direction (as: in the figure) the smaﬂi pew
datum assumes a yagitien ef equilibrium 0Q on the
righthand side of the verticai, and inclined t0 the
verticat

at a

certaira

angle a,

the moment

of

its

weight then just haiancing the frictional couple.
‘When the body begins to swing backwards the pendulum swings with it until both have describeé an
angle 2a, so that the penduium occup§es the pesi ion
OQ’, now making an angle a on the epposite side of
the verticaio During this pertiam of the motion the
tmrztmliing mechanism impreeeee on the body a com
stant angular aeceleraticmt because the angie QOP
remains constant. Consequehtiy in the new positien
the boﬁy is; rotating with a certain anguiar veiecity
set up by this acceleration. In the subsequent motion
the pendulum remains at rest in the position 012’,
and the body performs a simple harmonic rotation
about QQ’y but owing to its initial angular velocity
it does not came 4:0 rest untii its angular distance
from OQ’ is; greater than the angie 90?. 3t foilows
hV this reasoning that the oscillatiens increase in
amplitude, and this effect owes; its; existence to the
frictional coupEe.
G. H. BRYAN"
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NATURE
The $tructure at the masthead,

“"2 have applied the new methods of inveatigatiem
involving the use of Kurays to the case at the diamond,
and have arrived at a resuﬁt which seems at consideru
able interest.
The structure is extremeiy simple.
Ever carbon atom has four neighbours at equal the
tenses from it, and in directions symmetricaliy related
to each other. The directiong are perpendicular to
the four cleavage or {111) pianes of tte diamond;
parallel, therefore, te the four lines which join the
centre Of a given regular tetrahedron t0 the four
earners. The eiements of the whale structure are four
directions and one Eength, the hatter being; in feet,
152 x 10"8 cm“ There is m; acute angle in the ﬁgure.
These facts eupply enough informaticm fer the cm»struction of a made! which is easier to understahd
than a written descriptie. .
If we proceed from any atom, using Only Standard
directians, t0 the next but one, the straight line join»
ing; the ﬁrst to the last is a diagonal of a face at the
cubicai eiement of structure; if we move in the same
way through four stages, using 231} four standard
directiens in tumy the straight line ﬁshing the ﬁrst
and the East is a cube edge. Starting from any atom
we can return to it after six stages, using three

standard directioes twice each.

In this way we

etways link together rings of six. carbon atoms.
If the structure is ﬂocked at aieng a cieavage plane
it is seen that the atoms are arranged in paraiiei
wanes containing equal numbers of atomst hut
separatet}, by distances which aitemate and are in the
ratie 3 : 3‘ (actuaiiy 152 x tows cm. and 0-51 x 10*8 em“)
it is a consequeﬁce of this arrangement that no second
Grater spectrum is reﬂected by the (111) planes,
although spectra of the ﬁrst, third, fourth, and ﬁfth
orders are feund. it was. this fact that suggested
the structure described abeve. Several other tests,
however, may he applied, and ah are satisﬁed.

Zinchlende appears to have the same structure, but

the. (In) pianes corztaira aitemately only zinc and oniy
sulphur atoms. ht this way the crystal acquires
polarity and becomes hemihedmt.
W. H. Ewes},

Leeds, jaﬂy 28.

‘W, I." Emacs.

Artiﬁciaﬁ H353,
REPLYING t0 the inquiry of Lord Rayleigh {in
NATURE of May 29, vol. stein, p. 3E9) as to the way in
which an artificial hiss may he preduced with a
moderate pressure of air, I euggest that a current of
air directed against a sharp edge Of a knife held
somewhat obliquely may answer his; purpose.
In this connection it is interesting to note that far
the fermation of the hissmg sound in. our mouth the
presence of sativa Seems necessary. if I dry the
tongue and the other parts which are needed {or the
pronunciation of the hissing “3;" it is almost 2mpos~
sihie to produce an audible “s," and the tongue“instinctively, as it Werew-makes an effort to gather
some saliva and to wet itself.
I would therefore suggest that Lord Rayleigh wet
the end of the rubber tube with which he experiFRED J. HILLIG.
mented"
Kioiche 7, Kojimachi, Tohym Euiy L

it had occurred to me aiso that the moisture of the

mouth might p 1y 3 part in the production at a hiss,
ﬁnd that such dryng as I can give
but I do ‘1
makes: an important difference.
I have to thank severe? cerrespondents for sugges—
tions. {r1 particular, Mr. G. Beiiby sent me two pipes
suitabie to} a 4 in. water pressure, which gave a
better effect than anything 1 had then ts'ied‘ but
Stilt, in my estimation, much shert of a ‘weH-develeped
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